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GRANTS, AWARDS Dr. Ronald Schmidt, Environmental Sciences, 
CONTRACTS is conducting a "Biologic Survey of the Great 
Miami River" in cooperation with The Miami 
Conservancy District. This contract, project #227, provides for some equip­
ment transfer and supportive help by MCD in the amount of $4, 962. This study, 
in combination with previous studies, will form a basis for any future studies 
that may be used in evaluating pollution of this river. 
Dr. Paul Pushkar, Geology Department, has received from The Ohio 
State University, Water Resources Center, a contract in the amount of $700 as 
the Wright University s~re gt a cooperative effort with Miami University. This 
project #228 is for "Sr /Sr Ratios & Total Stron~ium Concentration in Well 
Water Samples of the Scioto River Basin in Ohio. 11 
Comparison of these underground ratios with surface water ratios 

should assist in interpretation of water sources. 

Dr. Karel Toman, Geology Department, is recipient of a National 
Science Foundation Grant in the amount of $40, 100 to study the 11 Superstructure 
in Plagioclase Feldspars". The study based on examination of the distribution 
of intensity averages of satellite reflection will contribute to the knowledge of 
the superstructure in these plagioclases. Project 230 runs to January 31, 1975. 
Dr. George Crampton, Psychology Department, is recipient of a 

National Science Foundation Grant in the amount of $40, 000 for a study "Mid­

brain, Thalamic, & Cortical Single Cell Responses to Angular Acceleration'. 

This project #231 continues through February 28, 1975. An attempt will be 

made to obtain a better understanding of the relevant neural mechanisms as 

they may be applied to human data. 

Dr. Marvin Seiger has been awarded $1, 550 by the National Rifle 

Association of America for continuation of his research on "Snow Geese at La 

Perouse Bay". This is for studies on the color patterns as influences on the 

mating of Anser caerulescens and subsequent genetic evolution of the species. 

Mr. Perry Hall has been awarded a grant in the amount of $42, 588 
for continuation of the program of "Undergraduate Rehabilitation Education". 
This project #232 covers the period from September 1, 1972 through August 
31, 1973 and is made available through the Region V, Social & Rehabilitation 
Services of R. S. A. under the Department of Health, Education, & Welfare. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE AND The Ohio Board of Regents has announced 
CONTINUING EDUCATION that November 1 is the deadline for FY 1973 
PROGRAMS Community Service and Continuing Education 
grant applications. 
The FY 73 Ohio State Plan for Title I identifies but one problem area, 
the building of "Educational Foundations for Solving Priority Problems of Dis­
advantaged Adults and Improvement of Related Essential Urban Services". 
The Plan seeks to focus Ohio Title I projects so that the limited resources 
available will produce the maximum feasible contributions to the solution of 
the critical community problems. 
The Plan for Ohio was prepared to assist in meeting the goal estab­
lished by Congress: "Assisting the people of the United States in the solution of 
community problems - - - by making grants to strengthen the community service 
programs of colleges and universities". 
Complete details and application forms will be furnished to those who 
request them from the Office of Research Development. 
ELECTRIC UTILITY The Edison Electric Institute has announced 
R & D that $31 million will be spent on research during 
1972 and expenditures will increase to about 
$137 million by 1974. The Institute has set these research priorities: 
1. Air Quality 
2. Water Quality 
3. Nuclear Power 
4. General Environmental Quality 
Please call ORD for more information. 
OHIO WATER The Water Resources Center at The Ohio State 
RESOURCES RESEARCH University has made the annual announcement that 
Matching Grant Program and the Annual Allotment 
Program have deadlines of October 2 and January 2, respectively. 
Matching Grant Program. Proposals submitted under this program 
are given preliminary review by the OSU Water Resources Center and are for­
warded to the U.S. Office of Water Resources Research for evaluation in 
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competition with those received from other states. Matching on a 1: 1 basis 
is required. Amounts awarded run from $10, 000 to $50, 000. 
Allotment Program. The OSU Water Resources Center selects from 
submitted proposals the projects that are worthy of funding under this program. 
This program is focused on the water problems of Ohio and are intended to be 
"seed" projects to help establish new research personnel and/or new projects. 
Funding levels are from $5, 000 to $15, 000/year. 
U.S. OFFICE OF WATER The Office of Water Resources Research, U.S. 
RESOURCES RESEARCH Department of Interior has announced that the priorities 
for FY 74 Title II Programs are: 
1. Analysis of Planning, Managerial, Financial, Operating, and Reg­
ulartory Policies of Water Resources Institutions. 
2. Water Resources Policy and Political Institutions. 
3. Hydrologic Systems Analysis 
4. Urban arid Metropolitan Water Resources Problems 
5. Ecologic Aspects and Environmental Consideration of Water Resources 
Planning and Management 
6. Evaluation of Economic Importance of Various Uses of Water, Cost 
Allocation, Cost Sharing, Pricing and Repayment. 
7. Analysis and Evaluation of Water Resources Projects 
8. Ground water Supply, Management, and Protection 
9. Protection and Rehabilitation of Estuarine Resources 
10. Thermal Loading Problems 
11. Water Demand Considerations 
Deadline - January 12, 1973 

More information and forms are available at ORD. 

TEACHING ABROAD The U.S. Office of Education will be distributing 
information and application forms sometime in 
September for grants under the Fulbright - Hays Act to teach or attend summer 
seminars abroad in the 1973-74 academic year. Elementary & Secondary teachers, 
college instructors and assistant professors are eligible to participate. U.S. 
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citizenship, a bachelor's degree, and at least three years of successful full-time 
teaching are required for teaching positions. A minimum of two years of teaching 
experience is required for summer seminars. Seminars for teachers of German, 
the classics, Italian, and world history will be held in 1973. 
Application deadline is November 1, 1972. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION A national commission on the reform of secondary 
REFORM COMMISSION education is to be established by the Charles F. 
Kettering Foundation through its affiliate, the 
Institute for Development of Educational Activities, Inc. (IDEA). The commission 
of 18 representatives will come from both the educational & private sectors. Their 
responsibility will be to propose recommendations for change as needed. 
The commission will undertake the following: 
(1) Provide a clear, factual picture of the secondary schools with 
·recommendation for alteration to better serve the needs of the youth 
of today. 
(2) Evaluate the desirability and feasibility of the many alternative 
forms being suggested. 
(3) Form guidelines for quality- centered educational alternatives. 
(4) Investigate all segments of secondary education now in operation 
or being planned. 
(5) Recommend programs for effective use of community programs 
for learning experience outside the classroom. 
(6) Make recommendations for establishing curriculum that will 
accelerate divergent programs and offer a more diversified educational 
opportunity. 
(7) Examine the legal status of high- school students and report on their 
rights & responsibilities. 
(8) Examine & report on the extent and impact of desegregation on 
high-school curriculum. 
(9) Examine & redefine the goals of secondary education. 
B. Frank Brown will be Director of the Commission. 
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NSF SOLAR There will be increasing emphasis on studies 
ENERGY RESEARCH that relate to solar energy under the Research 
Applied to National Needs program in the 
coming year. Application of solar energy to systems for buildings, central 
power systems, photosynthesis and bioconversion, and solar energy technologies 
and systems analysis, will be some of the major considerations. 
The general policies & procedures for RANN (NSF-71-21) will be used 
as interim guidelines for proposal preparations. 
NIH-HEALTH In addition to "The Computer Technology Health 
MANPOWER EDUCATION Care Demonstration Program" and the "Appli­
cation of Computer Technology to Health Care" 
the Bureau of Health Manpower Education is supporting a new program of "Special 
Health Careers Grants". The objectives of this program are: (1) to recruit 
into the health professions students likely to practice in rural or other areas 
having severe shortages of personnel in the health professions, and (2) to identify 
individuals with a potential for education and training in the health professions 
who due to socioeconomic factors are financially or otherwise disadvantaged. 
UNDERGRADUATE The Office of Education is implementing a program 
TEACHER TRAINING for the Undergraduate Preparation of Educational 
Personnel (UPEP). The Program will be located 
in the National Center for the Improvement of Educational Systems. Requests for 
proposals will be solicited on the basis of preliminary prospectuses. 
ETHNIC HERITAGE The Office of Education is planning for this ethnic 
STUDIES PROGRAM heritage studies program authorized under Title 
V of the 1972 amended Higher Education Act. 
The program will provide grants to establish programs in ethnic studies, develop 
& disseminate curriculum materials, and train personnel in this field. Program 
& Guidelines are expected in January. At the present time the Office of Special 
Concerns is handling inquiries on the program. 
NDEA TIT LE VI The Office of Educations Institute of International 
GRADUATE & UNDER­ Studies supports programs intended to strengthen 
GRADUATE INTERNATIONAL undergraduate & graduate curricula in international 
STUDIES studies has a deadline for submission of proposals 
tentatively set for October 15, 1972. 
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH Under the Cooperative Research Act a number 
PROGRAMS of Research Training Grants have been made. 
These include 20 Pilot Programs with a total of 
$1, 408, 143 outlay. The Ohio State University will receive $95, 915 and the Cin­
cinnati Public Schools $50, 000 under this program. 
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Involved in this program are Internships, Part-Time, & On-the-Job 
Training programs. 
O. S. U. is working on a program wherein a larger institution assists 
predominantly black colleges through a training institute. 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF The Office of Federal Programs of AASCU 
STATE COLLEGES AND serves as an institution's office in Washington, 
UNIVERSITIES D. C. , through which campus faculty and staff 
may work. The broad range of federal programs 
and their continually changing administrative procedures & personnel make it 
difficult for the individual institution to obtain current information needed to com­
pete effectively for these sources of funding. The OFP is a cooperative office 
under the auspices of the institutions' non-profit national association to assist 
in maintaining a comprehensive contact with activities in Washington, D. C, and 
serves as an extension of the institutional arm for this purpose. 
Further information on the use that Wright State University may make 
of this arm as an extension of the Office of Research Development is available 
in ORD. 
INTERNATIONAL The National Science Foundation is supporting 
COOPERATIV E SCIENTIFIC International Cooperative programs which are 
ACTIVITIES designed to ensure adequate participation in 
international scientific events and to help main­
tain the overall strength of U.S. science. The programs in the international 
area are intended to produce new scientific knowledge; foster the exchange of 
information between U.S. & foreign scientists; strengthen U.S. science through 
the introduction of foreign talents & procedures; and contribute to the achievement 
of U.S. foreign policy objectives. 
Cooperative programs with Australia, Republic of China, France, 
India, Italy, Japan, & Romania have existed for many years. Just recently NSF 
has announced programs with Bulgaris, Czechoslavakia, and Hungary. In 
cooperation with the Agency for International Development a number of programs 
have been supported under technical assistance projects. This has now been 
expanded to assist some thirty-five (35) other countries. 
The program is intended to (1) enable scientists and engineers of 
developing countries to share experiences with U.S. scientists & engineers in 
the formulation and conduct of specific research & education programs for im­
proved economic development, (2) establish long-term collaborative relationships, 
and (3) increase the capability of scientific & technical institutions in these 
developing countries. 




Additional information available from ORD. 
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NATO POSTDOCTORAL The deadline for application for these Postdoctoral 
FELLOWSHIPS IN SCIENCE Fellowships from the National Science Foundation 
is October 18, 1972. These awards $6, 500 for 
12 months or $4, 875 for 9 months, are tenable in Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Luxembourg, the Nether­
lands, Norway, Portugal, Turkey, & the United Kingdom. There is not an 
absolute restriction to NATO countries. An additional $500 is available per 
dependent to $1, 500 and travel not to exceed $1, 500. There are additional 
allowances for costs of research, tuition & fees. 
Additional information is available at ORD. 
HOUSING AND URBAN The Research & Development program of the 
DEVELOPMENT Department of Housing and Urban Development 
has several millions of dollars budgeted for such 
programs as may be necessary in research, studies, testing, & demonstrations 
relating to the mission & programs of the department. 
The program has a very wide range as they relate to a multitude of 
problems in community development. 
Copies of the Bulletin covering the program highlights are available 
in ORD for those who may be interested. 
SCIENCE COURSE 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM The National Science Foundation, Division of 
Undergraduate Education in Science, supports 
projects designed to improve the effectiveness of post- secondary education in 
science & technology. Such projects may explore alternative instructional 
modes, effective applications of technology for the initiation and implementation 
of these modes, and other improved strategies in science education. They may 
involve the development of new delivery systems for education or associated 
specialized materials to bring about a greater choice of educational options 
for the students. The desirability of accommodating to variations in student 
ability, interest, mobility, & available time will lead to projects necessary to 
meet these diverse needs. 
Preliminary proposals are a first requisite. 
* * * * * * 

The 11 Big Game 11 season is rapidly approaching. 
See your TV Guide for listings. 
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f f) AC.LS TRAVEL C~i'STS TO INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES AND CONFERENCES ABROAD 

Fi,s)d:-;_: Hu.maniti.1:.:s and 8ocial sciences. 

}~1 2.:r~~::;,: Trdvel grants to enable American humanists and social scientists with humanistic 

·i.•1 tcrc: ·,; i:·.; to parti.cipa tc in internationa 1 scholarly congresses and conferences held outside 

L.h r.:? 0:3, C.:·utada, aml Mexico. 
_ij1_!:!"1:!.£.i.i:.:<> cions: Ph.D. n~quircd > and US or Canadian citizenship or permanent residency. Only 
pPrsons ~ho ara to read papers or take some active official part in the meeting, such as 
c h~:rin~ a session or acting aa rapporteur, will be eligible. 
~~-;~: N:1ximu.n 3rant is equivalent to the lowest available round - trip tourist or economy 
c l ::·:~ l> air fare, although in some cases societies recommend partial awards. Grantcas will be 
.h·N~ t;,-. rr. -.1!<.e -what<::'Jer plans they wish in regard to time, mode, and route of travel, but ;:my 
· ·-- :'-. ':~ "·' ." .i :-: t nust be met from other sources, and no allowance will be made for living expenses. 
J-::.:i::he_:::. : Nc:t spef:i"fied. 
_r~ ~a dl.i.tte: H+.~ ll \)Ver. 6 months 'in advance of need.'i: 
''< lfos t congr"! sses and confer t::nces to ~-1hich grants are made are of primary interest to one or 
inure of the 35 constituent societies -of the American Co~ o Learned Societies, so tne 
latter r~lies upon its constituent societies for recommendations in these cases. Applicants 
should write directly to the secretary of the learned society in question. (Madison faculty 
should contact the Office of Research Services for proper address.) Applicants should supply 
thr n~me, place, and dates of the meeting, the nature of the participation, their rank and 
inst i tuti0nal affLliation, to their society. Since the societies are expected to submit 
their r c~ommendations to ACLS approximately 6 months prior to meetings, applicants are urged 
to contact the appropriate society several months in advance of this date. Awards are 
normally cnnounced 6 months in advance of meetings. 
AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY DEADLINE - NONE 
Committee on Research 
American Philosophical Society 
104 South Fifth Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106 
Fields: 
purpose: 
Basic research in all fields of learning. 
To assist investigators by providing for costs of research work, such as the 
collection of scientific and literary materials; preparation of photographs, microfilms, and 
other records; purchase of supplies; necessary travel; and other incidental expenses of research 
Qu~li"fications: Postdoctoral 
P0riod: Not specified. 
§_!.ipend: Grants have ranged from $300 to $5,000 but average $800 and seldom exceed $2,000. 
~u~ber: About 300 annually. 
9F~ Uot Made For: Salaries of members of staff of educational or scientific institutions; 
institutional overhead; expenses of publication; usual or permanent equipment for the insti ­
tution :i.nvolved; predoctoral research, or in connection with the preparation of a dissertation 
to be aubmitted for the Doctor's degree; travel to meetings. 
~: An application may be made at any time and will be considered at the next meeting of 
t he co~mittee if received 8 weeks in advance. Grants are made at meetings held on the 1st 
Fri.day3 o.E October, December, February, April and June. 
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.(!) ) ACI.:S GRANTS-IN-AID 

·['.5. el.ds: Grants arc to be used exclusively to advance specific programs of research in 

prc:.~ ress. 
1\!J~!~~: W.i.th the exception noted below, grants are to be used exclusively to advance 

~ 11ecifi.c programs of research in progress by contributing to the scholar's essential personal 

cxpens~~ for that purpose. 

puallfi.cation~: Doctorate; US or Canadian citizenship or permanent residency. 

_fgri.ocl: The grant will be available to the recipient immediately following acceptance of the 

~1w .1rd. 
_S tipP.nd: Will not exceed $2 ,500 each, and should be expended within 1 year after acceptance. 
Expenses may include personal travel and maintenance away from home necessary to gain access 
to materials; research or clerical assistance; reproduction or purchase of materials. In 
exceptional cases, an award may be made for living expenses at home to relieve the applicant 
from the necessity of teaching beyond the conventional academic year . 
.Nu'!l.k.er: Not specified . 
.Note: Awards announced witin 3 months after respective deadlines. 
·D eadlin~: September 30 and February 15 
WENNZR-Gi"~·l!:N FOuND.ATION FOR DEADLINE - SEPTEMBER 1 TO DECEMBER 31 (A) 

A~-i'l'I IB.O ?ffi,OGJ:CAJ.. RESEARCH, INCORPORATED 

- NONE (B) 
W:nacr-Grcn Foundation for 
Anthropological Resear ch, Incorporated 

l 4 East 7lst Street 

£ ~ :·r 1 York, New York 10021 

.i\ ;p l·'.: <! i :: :Lor~ forms for all progr~ims should be obtained directly from the Found.atiou. 
(£J__g_~:·:~! ~ t ~ ·· :i. f!.:-Aid 

TL<::.~!_.:_: Sup[)ln· t :for rc ~:; .:! arch in all branches of anthropology. 

1'1 1:.:JJo': (: ; fref erence given to consideration of applicat:i.ons for small acnounts. Potenti;1l 

appt°ic-~71 t s with long-range or large-scale research programs should explore other possible 

sourcc·s of aid. 

~n,;1lliications: Individual scholars, affiliated with accredited institutions and organizations. 

App l icants from all over the world are eligible. Petitions may be submitted by, or on behalf 

o f , t he individual or organization . 

.I.,!r .i.od : No mandatory time limit. 

Stipend : Varies . 

.I'.iumher: Not specified. 

~Qplication Schedule: No applications for grants-in-aid will be accepted for processing 

bctvieen .January 1 and August 31. For those applications received between September 1 and 

Dccembt~r 31, decisions will be announced no later than May 1. 





Purpose: To support research based on museum collections of ethnographic specimens. Projects 

ct11nbini.ng museum study with field work to document or interpret the collections, to collect 

supplcmeatary specimens, and to gather other related ethnographic data, will be encouraged. 

Research ~hich relates ethnographic collections to archeology, ethnohistory, art history, and 

other f i elds, will be considered. Primary emphasis of the program is to encourage the use of 

nus eum collections in ethnography/ethnology/social anthropology/cultural anthropology • 

.Q..ua lif-Lc3tions: Persons who have held the Ph.D. in anthropology for less than 5 years. 

!'rNbcto:::-~11 fellowships are also offered . 

.re~io~: Full-time, museum-centered research for 6 to 12 months. 

S t.i. p m.d_: $775 per month. Additional funding for museum travel and related field work will be 

cons i. f1 ·~, r ed. 
Number.: Limited. 

Note: Action will be taken within 3 months of receipt of application. 
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.U.~2.._ .i\d _'. ~~; c G1·ants to Promote t;cw Exchanges 

fi .. :_lcl s : Soci 31 sciencei:; t1nd humanities. 

J: ~.'..]'i!.'..!i:. : To assist in the development of private and multilatE•rdl exchanges to supplement 
Lh :, o[J"i c i.nl exch~ n.g e programs, and to create a favorable climate for intellect:_ual interchange 
between scholars of the respective couni:rles. Grants are to make possible face-to-face 
consultation and planning by scholars from both sides for exchanges and contacts which are 
innovative or in fields hitherto neglected. Visits may take place either in the US or in 
Enst··Central or Southeast Europe o·r the Soviet Union, and may involve 2-way visits when 
a ppropriate. 
9nalifications: Both US scholars and institutions, and scholars and institutions in the 
countries with which !REX has exchange arrangements, who wish to arrange new forms of 
scholarly contact and exchange during brief visits for consultation and discussion. Preference 
will be given to those proposals for which substantial planning has already taken place, and 
to proposals which indicate that essential financial and institutional support will be 
available in the future. 
Period: Brief. 
~tipend: Will cover domestic and international transportation and, when necessary, a per 
diem allowance. 
Number: Very limited. 
Deadline: September 30, December 31, March 30, and June 30. 
SUMMER STIPENDS FOR YOUNGER HUMANISTS DEADLINE - OCTOBER 16, 1972 
National Endowment for the Humanities 

806 15th Street, N. w. 





Purµo~: To provide two continuous months of full-time study. 

Qual:U:::.catiot'.s: Applicants must have completed their professional training. Preference will 

b~ g iv~• to applicants who are at a relatively early point in their professional development. 





Nur!}12.~£: Approximately 150. 

Ji.9te : An applicant for a summer stipend must be nominated by the president, dean or other 

des i gnated officer of the institution employing him. 

NEH FELLOWSHIPS FOR YOUNGER HUMANISTS DEADLINE - OCTOBER 16, 1972 
Na ti :rnal Endowment for the Humanities 
SUS J. 5th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20506 
Fie l~!_~: 
.1~1-~!..~: 
Humani tics . 
To give younger hurroanists free time at a relatively early point in their careers to 
dr:ve:Lop their abilities as teachers and contributors to learning in the humanities. How a 
proposed undertaking may contribute to the growth of the applicant as a teacher and i.nterpreter 
o.f r-he hum:rnities is a more important consideration than any immediate contribution it may 
make to a particular field. 
gua J.:i.f ·k::; tions: Applicants rr.ust have completed their professional training. 
P-2 r.Lod: Tenure period and its length depend on the applicant's need, except that tenure must 
fall b.:; '.: -;.; e en the beginning of the summer of 1973 and the end of the summP.r of 197£i.. 
!i~~2..?JYJ : $1250 per month maximum for G to 9 months of full-time study . 
.~!!inb f: r.: Approximately 250. 
E'- '.~_;:_: /I n applicant for one of these fellowshif>S may apply directly to the NEU. Preference ~~il.1 
oe giv~n to applicnnts who are at a relatively early point in their professional d0velopment. 
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·­ ----- ­ ------ ­
DEADLINE - OCTOBER 1JOHN Sll'10N GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL FOlJNDATION FELLOWSHIPS 
Hr. Gordon N. Ray, President 

John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 

90 Pad< Avenue 

New York, New York 10016 

Xb.£.l<'l s F.t nd Pu-.: pose: Research in any field of knowledge, and creative activity in any of the. 
:f i n '~ arts .. 

.Q~~li (j. c <!_ti2.!l§_: Fellows are generally between 30 and 45 years of age; US citizenship or 

pcrma·..v~n t residence is requi-:-ed . 

. 1::::::r. i1Hi: Normally J. yea-r.

~:1- :i. oe :cd : Individually determined according to need, resources, and scope of studies. Average 

ior 1972 awards was $10,200. 

-~~nn .be:r: 370 . 

.(A ) t\CLS FELLOWSHIPS 
Fie l ds : The humanities (social sciences with a humanistic emphasis will also be considered). 
RL~· po s c : To provide opportunities for scholars to engage in research in philosophy (including 
th e philosophy of law and science); aesthetics; philology, languages, literature, and 
linguist i cs; aracheology; art history and musicology; history (including the history of science, 
l a~v and religions); cultural anthropology; and folklore. Programs with a predominantly 
hL1 rnanistic emphasis in economics, geography, political science, psychology, sociology, and 
the n<'ltural sciences will also be considered. 
Qualifications: Doctorate; US or Canadian citizenship or permanent residency; applicant must 
he 50 years of age or less at the time of the deadline for filing applications. 
Period: At least 6 continuous months to 1 year, during the period July 1, 1973-December 31, 
L974. . 
Stipend: Individually determined; total grant not to exceed $12,000. 

Kurnber: Not specified. 

tfote: Awards announced within 4 months after deadline for receipt of applications. 

pea<lline : October 9 for request for forms. October 15 for receipt of applications. 

- - - ·-----·--·---··---··--­
(C) Grants for Collaborative Projects 
Fields: Collaborative programs in the social sciences or humanities involving scholars from 

the US and one or more exchange countries. 

Purpose: To enable individuals or institutions to carry out such undertakings as binational 

oY multinational symposia, joint research or publication, exchanges of data, comparative 

surveys, and institutional exchanges of professors and students . 

.ilil:~lifi~ations: Only those proposals will be considered which give evidence of exceptional 

merit, feasi0ility, and substantial prior planning and consultation. 

P0riod: Up to 1 year. 

Stip~nd: Under $10,000. 

Number: Very limited. 

Deadlin~: Octob2r 31 and April 30. 

* • • • * 
The apparel that women wear today make it a peril. 
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FOT.Gf:R LIBRARY FELLOWSHIPS DEADLINES - APPLICATIONS .A;:m LE'.CTERS OF REFERENCE 
MUST BE POSTIIARKED NO l.ATBR TH . \N MID ­
nr. o. IL H.:-irdison, Director NIGHT OF OCTOBER 15 AND FEBRUARY 1 
Folger ShakeRpeare Library 
w~ ~hington, n. c. iooo3 
_r;.;.12:::. : The Library ha.:. a major collection of books and mnnuscripts relating to the 
P. cnaiss :mce. Research is concentrated on English drama, non..:dramatic literature, nnd history; 

hut the Library is also a center for studies of the Continental Renaissance, and work in 

philosophy, music, exploration, history of science, and American colonial culture . 

."!i~J.ng 1\r::-angement::;: Housing in the Washington area is difficult but not impossible. The 

·eo lg er o[fcrs a limited number of apartments and rooms, and the staff regularly assists 





_Purpose: May be held concurrently with other grants or fellowships, as long as these do not 

pr e v ~nt residence at the Folger Library during the grant period • 

.92:1:11ificatio11: Ph.D. degree. 

Period: 1 semester or l academic year. 





Narnber: Not specified. 

.!:Jot e: A?plications should be submitted a year in advance of the planned research period . 

.CM Short ·Term Fellowships (Including Summer Fellowships) 

~.£!~0~~: To provide opportunities to work at the Folger Library. 

k1.£1Jlfi~1:i~: Open to graduate students at the dissertation level or beyond and advanced 

~; ci-10 lars. 
.P::i;iou: Varies from 1 to 4 months in residence at the Folger • 
fl_tJ-j) en:l: Varies according to circumstances up to a maximum of $600 per month. 
~umbP.r : Not sp ecified. 
CENTE;\ FOR HELLENIC STUDIES DEADLINE - OCTOBER 31 
Dr. Bernard M. w. Knox, Director 

Cc:nt~r for Hellenic Studies 

3H:O vlhitchaven Street, N. W. 

\·i~1sblngton, D. C. 20008 

l ' ir :lcl .-;: Ancient Creek literature, philosophy or history. 
purpos ...;.: To provide young ~cholarswith a year in which to complete a research projc>ct in 

~ny of th3 ahove fields. 

Q_l.~~1lif_-i . cations: Candidates should be fully qualified members of the profession (postdoctoral) 

<.n1d between the ages of 25 and 40 (though these limits are flexible in specia 1 cases) . 

.! '!'!J.i:.1~ : 10-month residence. 

:<..,f.ip·:: n-i: $7 ,000. J...iving quarters provided. Residence in these quarters is required . 

.~l!_!!:1! !~!_: 8 
* * * * * 

Stabilizer - original form of organic soil treatment. 
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CALENDAR OF DEADLINES 
SEPTEMBER 
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological 
Research - Grants-in-Aid 
General Research Support Grants NIH 
Postdoctoral Research Associate ships NASA 
Traineeship for Advanced Training of Allied Health 
Professions Personnel 
Non- Commercial Educational Broadcasting Facilities 
State Agricultural Experiment Stations - Research 
Programs 
Solar Eclipse Program NSF 
Teacher Exchange Program OE 
American Heart Association (Most Programs) 
United Cerebral Palsy Research & Education 
Foundation 
The American Political Science Foundation - Public 
Affairs Fellowships 
American Museum of Natural History - Frank M. 
Chapman Fund 
Research Fellowships AllS 
Logistic Support for 1973 Solar Eclipse Program NSF 
Ohio ESEA Title Ill Grants, Letters of Intent OE 
Special Projects to Prepare Personnel to Work 
with Handicapped Children 
Easter Seal Research Foundation 
Ad Hoc Grants to Promote New Exchange !REX 
Environmental Education Program 
OCTOBER 
Metropolitan Mental Health Problems 
Minority Mental Health Problems 
Mental Health Epidemiology 
Studies on Narcotic Addiction and Drug Abuse 
Drug Abuse Education Projects 
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
Mental Health of Children & Families 
Mental Health of Aging 
Occupational Mental Health 





























































Suicide Prevention Programs 
Exploratory Research Grants 
Research Project Grants 
Developmental & Demonstration Project Grants 
Training Grants 
Research Fellowships 
State Mental Hospital Staff Development 
State Mental Hospital Improvement Projects 
Community Environmental Management Research 
Community Environmental Management Graduate 
Training 
Community Environmental Management Fellowships 
Occupational Safety & Health Research 
Occupational Safety & Health Graduate Training 
Radiological Health Research 
Radiological Health Training 
Research & Development in the Field of Aging 
Training & Curriculum Development in the Field 
of Aging 
Social Science Research Council Maurice Falk 
Medical Fund 
Short Course Proposals NSF 
MDTA Research Projects 
Manpower-Related Doctoral Dissertation Grants 
Temporary Limited Appointments for Highway Safety 
Research - for February 
The Society of Sigma Xi 
Radiation Research 
Solid Wastes Research 
Radiation Training 
Solid Wastes Training 
Smithsonian Institution Foreign Currency Program 
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars 
Special Fellowships in Nursing Research 
National Kidney Association 
Nurse Scientist Graduate Training 
Nursing Research Projects 
Postdoctoral & Special Research Fellowships NIH 
Research Projects Grants NIH 
Training Grants NIH 
Biotechnology Resources 
General Clinical Research Centers NIH 
Projects to Support Animal Resources 




















































































Fellowships in Laboratory Animal Science 
Medical Library Science Research Projects 
Training in Biomedical Communications 
Postdoctoral & Special Research Fellowships in 
Health Communications 
Special Scientific Project Awards NLM 
Biomedical Publications Grants 
Mental Health Research Grants 
Mental Health Project Grants Program 
Mental Health Small Grants Program 
National Defense Foreign Language Fellowships 
Institutional 
Group Projects Abroad & Foreign Curriculum 
Consultants 
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation 
Fellowships 
Technical Assistance Workshop Title III ESEA 
Emergency School Assistance 
Cooperative Education Program 
Research Fellowships ACLS 
Equipment & Materials to Improve Undergraduate 
Instruction Program Opens (State) 
Doctoral & Dissertation Research 
Undergraduate & Graduate Programs in International 
Study 
Full Utilization of Educational Talent for the Nursing 
Profession 
Faculty Research Abroad - Grants for Overseas 
Research 
Apprenticeship Training in Public Health 
Special Projects to Improve Nurse Training 
Educational Talent Search 
Upward Bound 
School Construction in Areas Affected by Federal 
activities 
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students in 
Institutions of Higher Education 
Summer Language Fellowships AIIS 
Health Professions Special Projects Grants 
(Other schools) 
Fellowships ACLS 
Folger Library Fellowships 
Reactor Fuel Cycle Assistance 
































El 	 15 

E41 	 15 

E 44 & 52 	 15 













C93 probably October 

















Undergraduate Scientific Research Participation 
Fellowships & Summer Stipends Program (Young 
Humanists & Junior College Teachers) 
Educational Technology Training Program USOE 
NATO Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science 
Wildlife Management Institute Fellowship, Scholarships, 
& Grants-in-Aid 
Grants for Collaborative Projects lREX 
Center for Hellenic Studies 
American Institute for Research in Behavioral Sciences­
Creative Talent Awards 
Environmental Education Program 
NOVEMBER 
The Danforth Foundation - Graduate Fellowships ­
Nominations 
Leukemia Society of America Grants-in-Aid 
Study Fellowships ACLS 
College Work-Study Program 
Educational Opportunity Grants 
National Defense Student Loans 
Institute for Advanced Study - Historical Studies 
Teaching Abroad 
Allied Health Professions Special Improvement Grants 
Resource Project Grant NLM 
Special Purpose Public Health Traineeships 
Construction Grants to Schools of Nursing 
Guaranteed Loans & Interest Subsidies to Schools 
of Nursing 
Medical Library Resources 
Honors Programs for Science Majors 
Water Pollution Control Training 
Water Pollution Control Research Fellowships 
Education Programs (Project & Planning) 
Student Originated Studies (estimated) 
Special Project Grants for Preceptorship Training 
(Probably) 
Matching Grants Programs Department of Interior 
(Water Resources) 
Doctoral Dissertation Research Grants - Foreign 
Area Fellowship Program 



























































Graduate Student & Young Faculty Exchange 
U.S. - U.S. S. R. !REX 
Graduate Art Overseas 
American Heart Association (Grants-in-Aid) 
Teacher Exchange Program E53 
Summer Seminars for Teachers E57 
Fellowship for Guided Study in Selected Fields NEH M67 
Preliminary Proposals Ohio ESEA Title III 
Teacher Corps - Formal Proposals from Concept Paper 
of June 30 D67 
NATO Research Fellowships in the Humanities & Social 
Sciences 
Consumer Training Program PHS 
Strengthening Developing Institutions D97 
American Institute of Indian Studies - 9 month 
Language Study 
Special Projects Grants NEH 
Demonstration Projects in School Health & Nutrition 
Services Preliminary Proposals E91 
Academic Exchanges - Central & Eastern Europe 
!REX 
Public Program ­ Museum Personnel Development M65 
Fellowships for Women AAUW Forms available 
Public Programs - State & Community, Regional 
Program M65 
Health Professions Capitation Grants (Other) F75 
Research Programs - Humanities M66 
Graduate Fellowships in the Sciences N40 
Teacher Training for Adult Education cs 
Special Demonstration Projects in Adult Education C9 
DECEMBER 
Special Projects in Pre- College Science Education 
NSF 512 
Language Teacher Exchanges - Higher & Specialized 
Secondary Education !REX 
Scholar Exchange U.S. - U.S. S. R. Social Sciences 
and Humanities !REX 
Fellowships for Woman AAUW 
Research Career Development NIH F95 


































Research Development Program NIMH G7 1 

Research on Maternal & Child Health and Crippled 

University Research & Training in Urban Mass 

Cross- Disciplinary Studies Involving Religion 

The Danforth Foundation - Kent Fellowship for 

The National TB & Respiratory Disease Association 

Social Science Research Council - Research Training 

The Population Council - Study Fellowships in 

The Foundation for Economic Education, Inc. The 

Preparation of Professional Personnel to Educate 

Handicapped Children - Institutional Application 

Danforth Foundation - Hunt Fellowships for Graduate 

Special Education Programs in University Affiliated 

Cooperative Arrangements in Vocational Education ­
Scholarships for Students in the Health Professions 

Equipment & Materials to Im.prove Undergraduate 

State & Local Intergovernmental Science Policy 

Research on Chinese Civilization ACLS 1 

Children's Services G89 1 

Research on South Asia ACLS-SSRC awards 1 





Engineering Research Initation Grants N71 1 

Graduate Study - Endorsements 36 1 







College Business Exchange Program 287 1 

Youth Grants in the Humanities M68 3 

Danforth Foundation - Underwood Fellowships 326 10 

& State Plan D-1 15 

Study 36 15 

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded D-5 15 

State Plan D-63 15 

Research in Modern Foreign Language Instruction E-31 15 

Development Programs in Medical Education TB&RDA 15 

1973-74 F83 15 

Health Professions Student Loans F87 15 

East West Center L65 15 

White House Fellows 085 15 

Huntington Library Fellowships 31 

Rome Prize Fellowships 31 

Instruction - State Deadline Jan. 31 El 31 

Faculty Research Participation at AEC Laboratories Mll 31 






Organization of American States - Fellowships 31 
Interinstitutional Cooperative Research Abroad E43 Dec. 
East European Studies ACLSpSSRC Grants 31 
Soviet Studies ACLS-SSRC Grants 31 
Institut·e for Advanced Studies Mathematics & Natural 
Sciences 31 
SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL The Division of Social Sciences supports 
PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAMS research and related activities in anthropology, 
economic and social geography, economics, the 
history and philosophy of science, linguistics, political science, social psychology, 
sociology, science policy, and law and social science. 
Included in the Sociology and Social Psychology Programs are sociology, 
social psychology, demography, psycholinguistics and basic studies of research 
methodology applicable to these fields. 
Research in physiological and experimental psychology and in animal 
behavior is supported by the Foundations Psychobiology Program, Division of 
Biological and Medical Sciences. Application procedures are similar for both 
programs. The Foundation does not provide support for research in clinical 
psychology. 
Submission Dates: Proposals may be submitted at any time. Processing 
usually requires four to six months. To allow time for adequate planning, the 
following schedule is offered as a guide: 
Proposal Should Arrive In 
(or Before): For Funds Needed In 
December June - July 
March September - October 
August January - February 
Other Related Research Activities: The Division of Social Sciences 
also provides support for research conferences, acquisition of specialized research 
equipment and materials, construction of specialized research facilities, special 






The following pages have been prepared for your use in planning 
and preparing proposals and for seeking extramural funding in support of 
special academic or research interests. 
The best policy, however, is to take your ideas to the Office of 
Research Development for preliminary considerations. 
WELCOME NEW PERSONNEL 
A hearty welcome to new faculty and staff members. The Office 
of Research Development is here to help you obtain extramural funds for 
research, educational, and community service programs. We attempt to 
keep you informed of funding opportunities through the Research News. It 
is possible that we can be of greater service if we know your interests. 
Call the Office, extension 757, so that we can get together to 
meet you to learn your interests, and to help you obtain funds. 
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DO 	YOU WANT This is the time to plan what you want to be 
A 	 doing in calendar year 1973 and academic 
GRANT? 	 year 1973-74. Will you require extramural 
funds to help meet your goals? If you will 
need a grant or contract to assist in paying your summer salary, aiding 
graduate students, purchasing equipment or supplies, or paying travel or 
publication costs, consider taking the following steps: 
1. 	 Plan in a preliminary manner what you want to be doing in 
1973 and academic 1973-74 which will require outside sup­
port. 
2. 	 Make an appointment with the Office of Research Development 
(ORD). ORD will help you in identifying possible fund 
sources and advise you on the next step. Each agency has its 
own requirements and guidelines. Some offices want to see a 
preliminary proposal. 
3. 	 Talk with the Department Chairman when you have decided to 
seek outside financial help. You will want to discuss time 
allocation and W SU resources which may be used for your 
program. He may be willing to review the technical aspects 
of the program. 
4. 	 The next step is to prepare a draft of the proposal. 0 RD will 
be glad to help you develop a budget. The working draft 
should be typed. 
5. 	 Ask a WS U associate or off-campus colleague to review and 
offer constructive suggestions mile it is in draft form. 
6. 	 ORD will do the final typing when time permits. 
7. 	 Timeliness is important. Consider the sponsor's deadline and 
that your proposal must be reviewed by you, the Department 
Chair·man, Dean, Controller, Provost, and ORD before it 
can be submitted. 
Keep in mind that there may be other proposals in the "pipe 
line" which deserve the same attention as yours. 
Send your proposal in early to avoid the sponsor's deadline 
rush. A proposal received well ahead of the deadline can be handled in 
a routine manner and is not likely to be lost. 
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BASIC STEPS FOR As a suggestion to faculty who may be inter­
PROPOSALS ested in seeking support for an activity that 
they would like to investigate, the following 
steps are proposed: 
1. 	 Get the approval of the department chairman to seek outside sup­
port, He may also help in formulating your idea for a proposal. 
2. 	 Get the approval of the dean of the division in the same manner. 
3. 	 Consult with colleagues who are experienced in supervision of 
projects as principal investigators. 
4. 	 Take the preliminary proposal, or idea, with the authorization 
to seek outside support, to the Office of Research Development 
for assistance in preparation of the formal proposal and direc­
tions as to proper distribution to funding agencies. 
The various supporting agencies require different format for propos­
als; some start with a preliminary proposal. Some of the more general re­
quirements for the proposal are: 
1. 	 Objectives to be obtained. 
2. 	 Methods of Study-Experimental Procedures. 
3. 	 Significance of the research product. 
4. 	 Previous work of the Investigator. 
5. 	 Relation of the research to ongoing activities of others. 
6. 	 Availability of facilities. 
7. 	 Capability of accomplishment with existing facilities. 
8. 	 Personnel to be involved in the program. 
9. A detailed budget. 

1 O. A follow-up evaluation of the work effort. 

11. A Title Page. 
12. A covering letter. 
In the Office of Research Development there are copies of a two-page 
critique from the National Institutes of Health on Shortcomings Found in Re­
search Proposals and Characteristics of a Good Application. 
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AUTHORIZATION TO SEEK The Office ·of Research Development can sug­
OFF-CAMPUS FUNDS gest resource availability and assist in the 
preparation of proposals to obtain extramural 
funding for the activity of your interest. There has been a tendency on the part 
of many federally assisted programs towards .the more applied fields of study. 
Prior to the release of any formal proposal, it is necessary that an 
authorization to seek off-campus funds be fully approved by all' constituencies 
involved. If other disciplines are involved, the appropriate chairman and 
dean should sign the authorization. If an instructional program is involved, 
the appropriate department chairman and deans of the pertinent schools (Under­
graduate Division, Graduate, Continuing Education) should also be affixed to 
the proposal authorization. (Sample forms are available in the Office of Re­
search Development. 
The authorization (signature sheet) should contain: 
Title of proposal 
Name of proposer and/ or author 
Name of recommended sponsoring organization 
A statement to the effect that all elements of the proposal 
have been properly cleared as to: 







courses and credit hours (whenever pertinent) 

availability of personnel involved 

matching funds (if involved) 

This may seem to present an obstacle of "red tape" to the preparation 
of a proposal. We must consider that these signators may contribute worth­
while suggestions which will give additional support to the proposed study. 
LET'S MAKE A DEAL To all Faculty and other interested personnel: 
If you have an idea that seems worthy of putting 
together as an educational or service program, send the Office of Research De­
velopment a brief preliminary proposal. Let us investigate the possible sources 
of funding. Perhaps in this way we can avoid the invariable pressure of meeting 
a deadline and frequently having to submit a late proposal. 
In this day of strenuous competition for funds, we should not handicap 
our proposals by late submission; in fact, some won't be considered at all if 
submitted late. With deadlines for various programs coming at common dates, 
it is almost impossible for the secretary of Research Development to process 
several proposals in the time allowed before the deadlines. Some deadlines are 
mailing dates; others are "in-hand" dates. 
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SEEKING The Office of Research Development is eager to 
EXTRAMURAL help you. So please come to ORD for preliminary 
FUNDS? information. We can discuss where the proposal 
should be submitted, what if any advance contacts 
should be made, what format or forms should be used, what criteria will be used 
to evaluate the proposal, when it should be submitted, as well as other items. 
Internal Review. The department chairman should be brought into 
the planning early. He will have to review and approve the formal submission. 
He will consider technical content, space requirements, cost charing, and release 
of time for the proposed program. It is also wise to ask two or three colleagues 
to review the proposal. Some departments have their own review panels. This 
is an excellent idea. 
Approvals. The Chairman, the Dean, the Controller, the Provost, 
and the Director of Research Development must approve each formal submission. 
Timing. You should decide in some cases as much as a year in ad­
vance when you would like to start your program. Very often the sponsor has 
a deadline. Some offices provide for only one submission a year. The sponsor 
usually has a minimum time for review and to reach a decision. 
As you know the preparation of the technical portion of a proposal is 
time consuming. 
ORD will do the final typing when time permits, but do not count 
completely on this because time is not always available. 
BUDGETING OF Sound budgeting is as important to a proposal 
PROPOSALS or application for extramural funds as is a 
well planned and well written technical section. 
You are urged to seek help of the Office of Research Development or the Controller's 
Office in preparing a budget. 
Indirect Costs. These are a much maligned and often little understood 
section of a budget. As the name implies, indirect costs are those that have 
been incurred for some common or joint objectives and, therefore, cannot be 
identified specifically with a particular research project, an instructional activity, 
or any other institutional activity. At educational institutions such costs normally 
are classified under the following functional categories: general administration 
and general expenses; research administration expenses; operation and maintenance 
expenses; library expenses; and departmental administration expenses. 
Applicable institutional indirect cost rates are negotiated with the 
U.S. Air Force annually by the Treasurer's Office. This indirect cost is applied 
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to direct salaries and wages for individual research agreements to determine 
the amount of indirect costs allocable to such agreements. 
Our current provisional rate of 56. 33 percent for on-campus pro­
grams and 26. 84 percent for off- campus programs are both calculated on the 
salary and wage base and provide for repayment to the University for funds 
expended in these indirect cost categories. 
Fringe benefits - These can be identified as Direct Costs and are: 
Faculty 18% of salary 
Unclassified Employee 15% of salary 
Classified Employee 1 7% of salary 
Graduate Student $250 per quarter worked* 
Undergraduate Student none 
*fee waiver 
Both the Fringe Benefits and the Indirect Cost rates change at 
least once a year and can change more often. These changes are additional 
reasons for meeting with someone in ORD or the Controller's Office when 
preparing a proposal. 
Cost sharing. This is given careful consideration by the potential 
sponsor and the University. The same benefits and indirect costs apply to the 
University's share of sponsored research as to the sponsor's portion of the 
program. Cost sharing (expenditures by the University) must be accounted 
for by the same methods as expenditures from sponsor funds. The applicable 
figures must be realistic and be documentable. 
* * * * * 

Some Daft Definitions: 
irate - optometrist or oculist fee 
portent - paper tepee 
aliquot - statement of the Khan 
rodent - minor auto damage 
starboard - theater marques 
teetotal - after the 18th hole 
plutocrat - a democrat with adequate campaign funds 
logarithm - Indian drum beat 
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An Interinstitutional Study Supported bySUCCESSFUL 
the 	National Science Foundation, "ImpactSOLICITATION 
of Federal Support on Science," contains 
among a number of other items, a report on Reasons Cited for Success 
in Applications for Federal Research Grants and Contracts. These are: 
1. 	 Relevance of a research proposal to the mission or 
needs of an agency, corporation, or foundation. 
2. 	 Personal reputation of an investigator. 
3. 	 Reputation of a college or university in a given field or 
area of science. 
4. 	 Existing facilities in the institution for research in the 
area of a proposed study. 
5. 	 Skill of an investigator in formulating a proposal. 
6. 	 Assistance of administrative officers of a college or 
university in formulating or presenting a proposal. 
EXTRAMURAL FUNDING AT In the interest of developing as much extramural 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY support as possible to aid in meeting the finan­
cial obligations of the University, it is a distinct 
advantage to have an awareness of the capabilities, interests, and research po­
tential of all university personnel. 
Although not all proposals are funded and many agencies have applied 
or directed interests, it is advantage-:>us to kno.v the interest areas to insure max­
imum utilization of our capability. Faculty records provide a source of re search 
experience only to the extent of prior employment, publications, and related in­
formation. These are not adequate to designate who should be made aware of 
research opportunities that are frequently available. 
A brief statement of interests or perhaps a preliminary proposal based 
on these interests would be quite helpful in establishing a better working relation­
ship between Research Development and the personnel of the University. 
Perseverance and research into the many funding agencies does pay off 
on some applications. It is imperative that we be kept aware of the potential of 
our capability to insure submitting the most comprehensive proposals in the lim­
ited time be tween announcement of programs and deadlines for proposals. Sev­
eral days may be lost in transmitting a program announcement from the Office of 
Research Development through the College or Division and Department to the b­
dividual with the research interest. Some delay can be forestalled if we can 
notify both the interested party and the academic offices of these opportunities 
at the same time. 
Your cooperation in our effort to serve you better would be appre­
ciated by the Office of Research Development. 
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WINNING A l{ESEARCH BID 

1""'ips on proposal writing 
Today's educational researchers have at least one thing in 
common with Christopher Columbus-difficulty in locating 
financial backers. And they have one hurdle he didn't have 
to worry about--a written research proposal that has to 
compete with a lot of others. 
Under the regional research grants program now being 
administered by the regional offices of the U.S. Office of 
Education, the "little guys," who used to lose out to the 
pros, can get advice that may lead to a research contract. 
At the Chicago office, for example, Joseph Mumin logs 
thousands of , miles each year as director of educational re­
search for the area. One of his biggc5t audiences is would-be 
researchers interested in the kinds of projects that qualify 
under the regional grants program--projects dealing with 
educational problems that can be handled in less than 18 
months and without exceeding $10,000. The advice he gives 
them is simple: Start with a researchable problem. Write 
clearly and in sufficient detail to explain what the project 
sccks to do. Keep the language simple and to the point. 
Don't be afraid to consult a specialist if help is needed for a 
particular portion of the proposal. Ask someone not con­
cerned with the problem to read what you have written to 
sec if it makes sense. 
"Emerging researchers sometimes have difficulty delimiting 
their problem," says Mum.in. "Too often they insert a series 
of subquestions that the reviewers know will make the project 
unwieldy and impractical from the point of view of time, 
budget, and involvement of the investigator." 
The second big problem potential researchers trip over, he 
sars, is communication. "Never assume under the evaluation 
process that the reviewers will ar.cept intent," cautions 
Murnin. "When clarity is lacking, the consensus will gen­
erally be that the initiator of the proposal either does not 
know or is quite naive. It is understandable that being close 
to a particular problem may put the researcher in th·e situa­
tion of not seeing the forest for the trees, but it is likely to 
get his project disapproved." 
You've got to convince your peers that you know what you 
are doing and that it needs to be done. 
As to language, he points out that "reviewers are not 
impressed by complicated, wordy statements that they have 
to take time out to translate." 
"The review procedure is conducted by your peen, 10 
bear that in mind in developing your ideas," Murnin advises. 
"Remember that a variety of competencies will enter into 
·he evaluation. One reviewer may read the proposal as a 
content specialist and judge its educational significance in 
light of his knowledge of past research. Another may con­
sid<'r whether the evaluation procedures described in the 
proposal will yield meaningful infonnation." 
Reviewers follow a standard set of criteria developed by 
the National Center for Educational Research and Devel­
opment at the U.S. Office of Education, so would-be 
researchers would do well to use the standard format, section 
by section, in developing the proposal. The criteria are: 
O Educational significance: importance of the problem, 
soundness of the theoretical basis, generalizability or trans­
ferability of the results to other educational settings, and 
uniqueness or redundancy in relation to similar research. 
O Soundness of the researrh design : clarity and logic in the 
statement of problems, objectives, procedures, and relation­
ships among these three. Do the procedures to be followed 
include, where applicable, infonnation on sampling tech· 
niques, controls, data to be gathered, jnstruments to be 
used, and statistical and other analyses to be made? 
O Penonnel and facilities: professional competence and 
experience of the principal investigators to carry out the 
work required; adequacy of the facilities. 
O Economic efficiency: Is the probable outcome wvrth the 
time and money involved? 
O Other specific criteria as applicable: This section may 
include such questions as : Is the project something the insti­
tution should do for itself? Will the project contribute some­
thing of value, or is it just something the institution has 
not done before? Can the end product serve settings other 
than the one in which the project is conducted? 
Jargon is out on "in" proposals. Keep the language clear, 
simple, and to the point-from the title on. 
If reviewers-either meeting together as a panel or read­
ing and reporting separately, with a coordinator synthesil~ing 
a comprehensive review from the reports- ·give a proposal 
a failing grade in any of these criteria, then the proposal is 
considered unworthy of being supported with program funds. 
The guidelines, supplied upon request to persons wishing 
to prepare project proposals, include valuable advice ahout 
fonnat. These generally ask for a half dozen particulars : A 
concise statement of the whole project, written so that lay 
readers can understand it without readiiig"the· whole pro­
posal; the proposal itself, opening with the objective arid 
stating what questions or issues will be raised; a statement 
of the result of a search of related research, indicating the 
!{ap thl'! study propoae1 to fill: a procedure section that out­
lines the specific approach to the objectives, what is to be 
done and why; and a description of the selection and testing 
of the subjects involved. 
"You should describe the tests in some detail, as well as 
the materials to be used, and enclose samples of question­
naires,'' Murnin counsels. 
Some other tips about the guidelines: Don't forget to 
include a time schedule or explain how you plan to dis­
seminate the results to the educational community. If you 
use footnotes or a bibliography, be careful to limit it to 
articles actually used as references. Develop the budget 
realistically and with enough flexibility to permit some 
negotiation. 
When all these clements have been taken care of, the last 
and possibly the mo1t important part of the proposal remains 
-the title page. The format of the title page is specified in 
the program guidelines, along with the signatures required . 
But the title itself is the first thing that strikes the reviewer's 
eye and his first impression may well condition his reaction 
to the entire project. 
The title should be as short as possible and written in lay 
language. For example, one title, "Information Processing in 
Children as a Function of Model, Information Display, 
School Grade, and Sex," had to be edited to "lnvestif(ation 
of the Manner in which Young People Process Intellectual 
Information." Murnin suggests the blue ribbon for tonguc­
twisting jawbreakers ought to be awarded to: "The Rela­
tionship of Spiral and Block Currirnlum Sequences Imple­
mented by either the Discovery or Expository Approach to 
Instruction to Varying Cognitiv.c Levels of Mathematical 
Achievement of Learners of Various Characteristics." 
With a title like that, who would want to read the pro­
posal, much less give public funds to the fellow who con­




SllORTCOMINGS FOUND IN RESEARCH PROPOSALS SUBMITTED 
. . ... ·-- -·· - ·-- ··---·- --·· - --- - - - . - . ------- --·-----· ··­
BY NATURAL ANO PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS ·-- ------------·---·------------· - -- ______... _ ­
The tali!~ that follows i~ hascd on an analysis of shortcomings found in 605 disapproved research grant applicatiQns sub­
mitted to the Public Health Scrvi1:e of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. AIT 1iercentages are to the base 
number 605. The criticisms far down the list in each of the four categories are clearly of less importance than the le;idin~ 
items with the highr.r percentages, and in some instances would obviously not in themselves mrrant llisa1Jpro·1al of an 
application. This table could well he used as a check list for criticisms of research grant applications by the investigator 
himself J!!i~~- -~O~!l]_i!.!__~~!TIJ~~~~· 
It is important to keep in mind that this ana!ysis is based ON WHAT IS ON PAPER. That is all the evidence the people in 
Washington possess. Many of these "shortcomings" are ~.Q.! real weaknesses, but only a reflection of a poorly expressed 
or sketchy proposal. , 
. . . . . ·- · - - ' ... ·- ·-- ·-···-·-·-·- ---·------------------~ -- - - - --· -· -­
!!?·______ .·- -- --·--···--- ----·- _ .. ___ ···--·----- __ --~~~r!c~_~ni_n~~------ _ _ __ _--·- - --· __ . _ 
THE PROBLEM (58 percent) 
1 The prohlr.rn is of insufficient importance or unlikely to produce any new or useful information 33.1% 
2 The proposed research is be1sed on a hypothesis that rests on insufficient evidencry, is doubtful, or is unsound 8.9 
3 The problem is more complex than the investigator appears to realize 8.1 
4 The problem has only focal significailcc, or is one of production control, or otherwise fails to fall sufficiently 
clc<Jrly within the general fields of health-related research 4.8 
5 The problem is scientifically premature and warrants, at most, 01111 a pilot study 3.1 
6 The research as proposed is overly involved, with too man1 elements under simultaneous investigation 3.0 
7 The description of the nature of the research and of its significanca leaves the proposal nebulous and 
diifuse and without clear research aim 2.6 
TH£ APPROACH (73 percent) 
The proposed tests, or methods, or scientific procedures are unsuited to the stated objective J,1:1_0& 
2 'file description of the approach is too nebulous, rliffuse, and lacking in clarity to permit adequate ev:iluation 28.8 
3 The overall design rJf the study has not been carefully thought out 14.7 
4 The st;jti~tical ;ispects of the approach have not been given sufficient consideration 8.1 
5 The appioach lacks scientific imagination 7.4 
6 Controls arc eith~r inadequately conceivzd or inadequf!tely described s.e 
7 The material the inve stigator proposes to use is unsuited to the objectives of the study or is clilfin1lt to ohtain 3.3 
8 The number of olise rvc:t ions is unsuitable 2.5 
9 The equipment contemplated is outmoded or othcrwis~ unsuit;ible 1.0 
THE MM! (55 parcent) 
Thr:: investigator dries not _a~-~~ to have adeq1Jate experience or training, er both, for this research 32.6% 
? 'ihe investigator ~.E._e}_:_:> to be uniarr;iliar with recent pertinent literature or methods, or both 13.7 
:1 The ir.;·estigator's prl?viously pulllislwd work in-~~ field cfocs not appear to inspi1·r. conlidcr.ce 12.6 
4 Th ·~ i.ivcstigator proposes to rely too heavily on in~ufficiently experienced associates 5.0 
5 The i111JC$tigatcr i> spreJding himself to•l thin; he will be more productive if he concentrates on fewer µreject:; 3.3 
6 Thi:? in·1cstigator needs more liaison with collezr,11cs in this field or in co!latcral fir. ! ~s 1.7 
OTHER (15 perce11c) 
The rr:quirements for eqt1ip111ent or personnel, or both, cirn unreaiistic 10.1% 
2 It '1!1pears that other responsihililie' would prevent devotion ot sufficient time and 3ttention to this rP.search 3.0 
3 Tim institution.ii setting is unfavorz.h!.; 2.3 
t; P. c~ e arch gran ts to tile investigator, now in force, arc ;:i ti '! 4!iate in scope :rn~ :rn1ou!1t to c.o•~ :" the propr.~l:!!~ 




A GUIDE TO PROPOSAL WRITING 
INTRODUCTION 
Ouring its four years of operation, the Office of Federal . 
Programs has received numerous requests from faculty 
memhers of institutions participating in its services for a 
simple, direct guide to proposal writing. In response, we 
have chosen a "catechism" approach to highlight the 
essential issues involved in virtually any proposal. 
Obviously, this guide is not the definitive one, but 
comments from users of an earlier draft version indicate 
its value. We are grateful to the liaison officers of the 
institutions with which we work, for their advice and 
assistance in producing this guide. 
Jerold Roschwalb, Director, OFP 
1. 	 WHY ANOTHER GUIDE? 
There exist irreducible questions which must be 
an~wered in every proposal worthy of support. This is 
true whether the proposal is for a research grant, a 
fellow ship, funds for equipment, or any other 
educational purpose. While existing guides discuss these 
ekrnents, usually in great detail, none that we are aware 
of outlines the fundamental questions which comprise 
this guide. This publication is designed to supplement 
offici<1I guidelines. Careful adherence to the official 
agenc~· guide! ines remains imperative to provide any 
special information requested by the agency. 
SECTION I-PRELIMINARIES 
2. 	 WHY ARE YOU WRITING A PROPOSAL 
REQUESTING OUTSIDE FUNDING? 
l\lthough the proposal is thought of as the beginning of 
grJntsmanship, in effect, it is a result of a good deal of 
pi11nning. Basically, a proposal is written only when 
there is a genuine need to carry out a program for which 
.1dequdte funds from campus sources are not available_ 
f 11th, you need a new building; you have to attend a 
meeting c1ncl deliver c1 paper; you h<1ve a new idea for a 
course that needs planning; you need to trace 
information in your field of specialilation and need time 
<md ,1ssi~t.ir1ce. The project to be funded should be 
clt-,1rly formuL1ted before one sits down to develop the 
rrorosJI. 
3. 	HAVE YOU CONFERRED WITH APPROPRIATE 
CAMPUS OFFICIALS? 
Any policy que~tion~ ~hould be resolved in discussion 
with colleagues, chairmen and deans. You should review 
po:.'., ill le on-c.a.rnpus sources of support, e.g., dep.irtmental 
rcseMcl1 funds. If the campus has a "rescil rch office" 
vou should discus~ your idea with the director and obt,1in 
guiddnce or dSSistance he may -offcr~*Throt,-gh these___ 
contacts you also will avoid submitting duplicate 
proposals on a similar project from the same campus. 
·Director or C<lrnpus office coordina.!ing out-.ide 
fun ding: Att .!~h guidelines concerning pruce~sing of 
p1,)p \1~..i l, on yow t".tmpu. to thi s "Cuide." 
-
4. 	HAVE YOU GONE THE PROSPECTUS ROUTE? 
Many an idea seems awesomely original and practical 
until it is set forth in writing. A well-wrought 
prospectus, in two or three pages, will present in brief 
every aspect of a full-fledged proposal. (A guide for 
preparing a prospectus is available from the Office of 
Federal Programs.) The preparation of the formal 
document is much simpler if a prospectus has been 
prepared carefully. Submitting a two-page prospectus to 
an agency for comment can inform you of the agency's 
potential interest in your proposal, and will >ave time for 
both you and agency personnel if the proposal is clearly 
not suitable for submission to the program. This process 
may result in agency assistance in designing the proposal 
to meet the agency's priorities without di>torting your 
original intentions. Finally, the agency staff may be able 
to suggest other agencies or private foundations possibly 
interested in your proposed program. The prospectus 
also will provide your campus research office or your 
Washington office with sufficient informc1tion for them 
to seek out possible sources of support. 
5. 	 ARE YOU READY? 
Before you actually write the proposal, you should 
know precisely what it is you want to do and to which 
agencies you are directing the proposal. Comments on 
your prospL:ctus by agency officials >houlcl be given 
particular considera.tion. You should h,1ve clearance 
from all cJmpus officials who would have to approve the 
progr.im if an agency were willing to support it. 
Also, you should have written clearance to use c.tmpu~ 
facilities necessary for the project and a commi tmcnt on 
cooperation from participants in the proj ect or program. 
SECTION II - THE PROPOSAL 
6. 	 HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL THE FACT 
QUESTIONS (TITLE PAGE, ETC.) PRECISELY AS 
REQUESTED? 
We ri sk stating th e 
funding Jgency th,1t 









If " question 
cannot be answerrcl, explain why in ,tn appended 
statement. It t!ocs not pay to bicker with the agency c•n 
its form> unie~s you are cie1er mined to unduly irritate 
agency staff. Be prci.:i~e: If you ctre a:.ked fo1 y·our 
birthdatc, do not write " 1W" but tell th em "Jul y 4, 
1930." 
7. 	 WHAT IS AN ABSTRACT AND WHY SHOULD 
YOU USE IT? 
A large number of application forms will specifically call 
for an abstract. Basically the abstract is the entire 
proposal condensed to its fundamental substance. It can 
determine in the mind of the reader whether or not he 
will be interested in the proposal. In it you wish to 
encourage his interest by engaging him in conversation, 
as it were, exciting his intellectual curiosity so that he 
will want to read the proposal and have confidence in 
whdt you are about to tell him. Because the pressure of 
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11. WHY SHOULD THE. AWARD BE MADE TO 
YOUR INSTITUTION? 
time llWy' compel evaluators to -give cursory r-eading to 
sornl' pMts of the propos,11, the abstract alone may be 
n:,1d sk)wly and completely. More writing skill should go 
into the abstract than anything else related to the 
proposdl, and it is often wise to con~ult with pee~s 
before deciding on the final text. Even 1f an abstract 1s 
not requested, prepare one and attach it to your cover 
letter. 
8. 	WHAT SHOULD THE STATEMENT OF 
OBJECTIVES CONTAIN? 
The opening statement of the pro~?sal should precisely 
complete the sentence that begins, The purposes of this 
proposJ.I arc..." D~ not address yo~rself to the 
problem~ of the universe. Focus precisely ~n your 
nccrss,1rily limited goals. You should describe the 
ohjrctivl's by explaining what is essential about them, 
why they arc important, to what need they are 
responding. 
<J • 	.-10w WILL YOU REACH YOUR OBJECTIVES? 
Willi WHAT PROCEDURES? 
In this p0rtion of the proposal you seek to explain the 

method~ you will use to atlain your goals. In .effect, you 

i11 tcnd walking the reader thro.ugh ~he entire proiect. 





preccding and the ones following. B~ ce~tain 

th .it the nature of each objective and the way 1t will be 

.1, hi cvcd i; cxpl,1incd. 

111 thi s ~egment of the proposal detail and preci<;ion are 

i1n;:iort,1nt. If you intend using consult~nts, you should 

spc!I ou t who they will be, when they will be ~sed, w_h~t 

i11.ictions they will have. If your methodology 1; new ~t ~s 

most impor tant to explain how it differs from or how 1t 1s 

~ p·~c: i .11 01· better than procedures used by other scholars. 

(!\ note about language: It is wise to find out who your 
,1 1d i.:ncc will be. M:rny science project proposals are read 
by ,1cknmvledged experts in the given <;cientific fidd; ...... 
t·x!1n ic<1 I language is appropriate in that case. Several 
~':er1 c i e~ use interdisciplinary panels with ldy members, 
ir; w! 1ich case your text should be written for a more 
gt! nera l audience.) 
10. 	 HOW WELL QUALIFIED ARE YOU TO DO THIS 
PROJECT? 
Herc your aim is to show your genuine qualifications to 
undertake the program or project. You should delineate 
who else is working in this field and how their work 
differs from your own. You should demonstrate your 
familiarity with the literature in the field. You should 
explain who will evaluate your work and the methods 
they will u~e. Finally you should explain how your 
findin gs will be disseminated so that others will learn of 
your work, or, where no new knowledge is to be 
developed, (e.g., equipment grant), what the impact of 
the projt!ct will be. 
Even in an application for a fellowship the evaluator 
wishes to know the role to be played by the institution 
in supporting the work of the proposal. Since most 
proposals involve some substantial participation by the 
institution, it is necessary to highlight the in~titution's 
capabilities with regard to the proposed project. It is 
wise to outline the experience of the institution in the 
propo~ed field of activity, the library holdings that it 
will have available, the computer capabilities, the 
administrative support available, and the personnel at 
the institution who will be involved in the project. 
(Since you may wish to provide more extensive 
information such as biographical backgrounds of 
personnel or lists of library holdings, it is useful to 
include footnotes and provide the information in 
append:ces.) This portion of the proposal also should 
contain a "good faith" clause showing the intention of 
the institution to support this program through 
commitment of funds, personnel, facilities, or other aid 
(i.e., "cost-sharing"). If it is desirable that the program 
be continued beyond the funding period, indicate how 
the institution will seek to a~~ure its continuity. 
12. 	WHAT IS THE COMMITMENT OF 
PARTICIPANTS OR AFFECTED PARTIES? 
Statements concerning consultants ,ind other 
particip;rnts should be supported by evidence of the 
interest and cooperJtion of the~e persons. Many 
proposals submitted to agencies are for projecb thJt 
involve research in or development of community 
activities. It is imperative that you substantiate to your 
readers that your investigators will be welcomed and 
as~isted in their work , tlut the support need ed fro m the 
<1fft:cted groups has been formally offered . It is wise to 
include (in the appendix) letten, which indic.ate u form 
of "contract" to participate in your project. 
SECTION 111 - THE BUDGET 
13. 	WHAT IS THE COST OF THE PROJECT OR 
PROGRAM YOU HAVE DESCRIBED IN YOUR 
NARRATIVE? 
The budget statement should be a financial mirror of the 
narrative portion of the proposal. It should contain no 
surprises. 
A. Have you itemized each category of expenditure 
which you have described and justified in the 
narrative? 
B.. Have you explained any unusual expenditure in the 
narrative (e.g., daily use of an airplane for local 
travel)? 
C. 	Will the reviewer understand how you arrived at your 
totals for each category (e .g., for salaries, stat.e 




D. 	It ~ome item~ arc unusual, and the agency form 
permits, have you keyed your budget to pages in your 
n trrative? 
E. 	I IJ.ve you itemized each university contribution to 
the project? 
F. 	H.1vc you consulted with your business office on the 
most rrcrnt indirect cost figure for your institution? 
Thl: "overhead" in a gr,mt is not a bonus. It is 
intcndcJ to p:iy for services and facilities that 
con tr ibut·.! to a project but cannot be identified in 
line ilems (e.g., heJting and air conditioning). 
G. I l.1vc all the following items been accounted for if 
relcv,int : salaries for principal investigators, stipends 
for student assistants, salaries for secretarial and 
tcchni c.11 as~istance, stipends for consultants, travel 
and per diem for principal investigators, travel and 
per diem for consult.ints, building rental costs, 
equ ipment rental co!>tS, cost of office equipment 
(rurch,bed), cost of expendable supplies, telephone 
cost, mail cost, cost of specific supplies (e.g., 
nv1gnc tic tape, film, battcriP.s, etc.) 
t-1. 	 H,1vc you revi ewed the budget objectively to 

c.letc rmin-: tlut you have requested a sufficient sum 

fo r c.1ch expense category to permit the project to be 

pr 0p~rly executed? 

SECTION IV--APPENDICES 
111 . WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WILL BE 
HELPFUi_ TO THE READER? 
\Vhik il is imperative to be complete, paradoxically, it is 
v.du 1bl c to be brief and tu avoid clutter. Att.iching 
nu tc• d tl\ ,\t would be useful to the read•~ r but that 
wuulu nut prevent him from quickly reading the 
c---.ntl i,.:I 11 .1: r.1tivc c,1n be effective. 
A. Arc the vitae of the principal investigators, project 
director~. and consultants complete but not over 
detailed? Are they written to show their special 
qualifi ca tions for this p1oject? 
B. 	If i11fo1 mative, but too detailed for the body of the 
propo~:il, has a bibliography been appended that 
establishes your famili:irity with the state of the art? 
C. 	Ila\1 e you appended genuinely useful maps, photos, 
and charts that illustrate points in the narrative and 
which Jrc keyed to proper pages? 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
Submit your proposal as requested by the agency. For 
cxJmple, if twenty-five copies arc asked for, do not send 
twenty. Agcncic~ receive large numbers of proposals, and 
even single failures to follow instructions may c,ll1se an 
undue amount of work and undermine good will. Be 
certain all required signatures are present, and meet the 
deadline date. If you need an extension, write or call the 
agency explaining your problem and request a specific 
b tL'r d.1tc. 
Avoid g1vrng the impression that you are selling slick 
packaging. On the other hand, "neatness," clarity, and 
accuracy count. Proof very carefully for spelling and 
other mechanical errors. Make certain that the budget 
figures balance. Reviewers may tend to conclude tint a 
sloppy proposal foreshadows a sloppy project. 
Arrange your document so thc1t it is edsy to handle and 
to read. Choose a legible type. The best proposals arc 
simple as well a~ complete. 
If you receive an award, th;mk the agen cy. Keep officials 
informed of your progress. Complete and return all 
required reports promptly. Send copi es of publications 
that result from work done in the project. Develop 
genuine relationships with <igency personnel. 
If you do not receive an award, thank the c1gency for 
reviewing the propo~al. Request from them a statement 
of the reasons it w.ts not funded and the reviewers' 
comments on the propo ~,d. Ask the agency if you should 
resubmit. orten, proposals th at are imp ro ved and 
resubmitted will be approved. Learn the program 
priorities and seek the agency\ assistance in rcappl~·in0 · ' 
if they cncourag:.: you. 
SECTION V - ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 




The Office of Research Development can 
assist in many ways in the preparation of pro­
posals, supplying guidelines and forms from 
specific agencies, providing proper items for 
use in the budget determination, relating the 
proposal to the supporting agencies, providing 
deadlines for proposal submission, assisting 
in obtaining approvals (use the format supplied 
by the Office of Research Development), and 
many other items including assistance in 
typing, duplicating, and mailing. 
The hunting season opens in a few weeks. 
Start now to check your am.munition and your 
guns for the opening. 
"Happy Hunting" 
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